Comparative Study on Parallel Data Processing for Resource Allocation in Cloud Computing

Abstract—Parallel data processing in the cloud has emerged to be an interesting application for infrastructure as service to integrate frameworks for products like portfolio, access these services and deploys the program. Scheduling job process in cloud computing for parallel data processing framework is Nephele. Our analysis presents expected performance of parallel job processing. Nephele is the processing framework to explicitly exploit the dynamic resource allocation IaaS cloud for task execution is assigned to different virtual machines which are automatically instantiated or terminated during the job execution is efficient in cloud never applied in existing systems and proposed comparison shows the task scheduling in resource allocation, parallel processing in cloud computing. In future extends our work by implementing novel parallel data processing advance to Nephele framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is an information technology extend their hands in order to improve their financial ability is done by improving the various quality of services parameters such as performance throughput reliability scalability load balancing. The services such as disk storage virtual servers applications design development testing environment are added benefit of cloud computing. Cloud computing technology makes the resource as a single point of access to the client and is implemented as pay usage and abstracted infrastructures completely virtualized environment quipped with dynamic free of software and hardware installations. Growing number of companies have to process huge amounts of data in a cost efficient manner operators such as internet search engines like Google Yahoo or Microsofts.

The development of distributed applications on top such architecture many of these companies have also built customized data processing framework Google Map Reduce Merge can be classified by terms like high throughput computing or many task computing depending on the amount of data and the number of tasks involved in the computation. Although these systems differ in design their programming models share similar objectives namely hiding the hassle of parallel programming fault tolerance and execution optimizations form the developer. The processing framework then takes care of distributing the program among the available nodes and executes each instance of the program on the appropriate fragment of data. To process large amounts of data occasionally running their own data center is obviously not an option. Cloud computing has emerged as a promising approach to a large IT infrastructure on a short term pay per usage basis which includes Amazon EC2 customer allocate access and control a set of virtual machines which run inside their data centers and only charge them for the period of time the machines are allocated. The virtual machine abstraction of clouds fits the architecture assumed by the data processing a popular open source implementation of Google Map Reduce framework already have begin to promote using their framework.

II. SECTION

2. Related work:

MapReduce is a programming framework that supports the model is hide details of parallel execution and allow users to focus only on data processing and consists of two primitives functions: Map and Reduce input for MapReduce is a list of (key1, value1) pairs and Map() is applied to each pair to compute intermediate key value a pairs are grouped together on the key equality basis (key2.list[value2]). For each key2 Reduce() works on the list of all values then produce zero or more aggregated results Map Reduce utilizes. Current data processing frameworks like Google Map Reduce designed for cluster environment. Today’s processing framework typically assume the sources manage consist of a static set of homogeneous compute nodes. One of an IaaS cloud key features is provisioning of compute resources on demand allocated at any time through a well-defined interface available in a seconds. Moreover cloud operators like Amazon let their customers rent VMs of different types with different computational power in sizes of main memory and storage hence the compute resource available in a cloud are dynamic and heterogeneous. Parallel processing is flexible leads to a variety of new possibilities for scheduling data processing jobs.

The clouds virtualized nature to enable use-case for efficient parallel data processing it imposes new challenges compared to classic cluster setups. In a cluster the compute nodes are typically interconnected through a physical high-performance network. The topology of the network, i.e. the way the compute nodes are physically wired to each other, is usually well-known and, what is more important, does not change over time. Current data processing frameworks offer to leverage this knowledge about the network hierarchy and attempt to schedule tasks on compute nodes so that data sent from one node to the other has to traverse as few network switches as possible [9]. That way network bottlenecks can be avoided and the overall throughput of the cluster can be improved.

It was possible to determine network hierarchy in a cloud and use it for topology aware scheduling the obtained information will not necessarily remain valid for the entire processing time. VMs may be migrated for administrative purposes between
different locations inside the data centre without any notification, rendering any previous knowledge of the relevant network infrastructure obsolete. As a result, the only way to ensure locality between tasks of a processing job is currently to execute these tasks on the same VM in the cloud. This may involve allocating fewer, but more powerful VMs with multiple CPU cores. E.g., consider an aggregation task receiving data from seven generator tasks. Data locality can be ensured by scheduling these tasks to run on a VM with eight cores instead of eight distinct single-core machines, no data processing framework includes such strategies in scheduling algorithms.

III. SECTION

3.1. Problem definition:

To integrate the cloud computing task such as portfolio access these services and to deploy their programs for efficient parallel processing. Each vertex in the graph represents process flow edges define the communication between these tasks aslo decided to use Directed Acyclic Graph is revelant to Nephele. The user must write the program code for external task must be assigned to a vertex and must be connected by edges to define the communication paths of the job.

Figure 1 shows the problem domain
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Figure 2 shows the Proposed Architecture

To avoid our problem scheduling Nephele task is considerable interest has focused on preventing identity inference in location based services proposes spatial cloaking techniques which describe existing techniques for query processing at the end alternative location privacy. Processing is based on theorem uses search operations thus the NAP query evaluation methodology is readily deployable on existing systems and can be easily adapted to different network storage schemes. Network-based anonymization and processing framework, the first system for K-anonymous query processing in road networks. NAP relies on a global user ordering and bucketization that satisfies reciprocity and guarantees K-anonymity identifies the ordering characteristics that affect subsequent processing, and qualitatively compare alternatives.

3.2. Parallel strategies:

Constructing an execution graph from a user submitted job graph may leave different degrees to Nephele to most efficient execution graph. Unless the user provides any job annotation which contains more specific instructions, a simple strategy each vertex of the task graph is transformed into one execution vertex the default channel types assigned to its own execution instance unless the user annotations or other scheduling such as memory channels is available in IaaS cloud. One idea is to refine the scheduling for recurring jobs is to use backend data continuously running tasks and the underlying instance based on java capable of breaking down what percentage of processing time a task thread actually spends processing user code.

3.3. Scheduling a Job:

Once received a valid job graph from the user Nephele manager transforms it into a execution graph, it is primary data structure for scheduling and monitoring the execution of a Nephele job. Unlike the job graph, execution contains all the concern information required to schedule and executes the received job on the cloud explicitly. A new data processing for cloud takes many ideas of existing frameworks but refines them to match the dynamic nature of a cloud architecture follows a master work pattern. Before submitting a Nephele compute a job user must with the virtual machine in the cloud which runs the job manager. The Job Manager receives the client’s job is responsible to scheduling the task and coordinates their execution. It is capable of communicating with the interface. The cloud operator provides to control the instantiation of virtual machine interface cloud controller. Controller is the Job Manager can be allocate or de-allocate virtual machine according to the current job execution phase. These comply with common Cloud computing terminology and refer to these VMs as instances. The term instance type will be used to differentiate between VMs with different hardware characteristics.
The actual execution of tasks which a Nephele job consists of is carried out by a set of instances. Each instance runs called Task Manager (TM).

IV. SECTION

4. Performance Analysis:
The first performance of Nephele to the data processing framework have chosen Hadoop competitor, because it is an open source software and enjoys high popularity in the data processing community. Hadoop has been designed to run on a very large number of nodes (i.e., several thousand nodes). According to observations, the software is typically used with significantly fewer instances in current IaaS clouds. In fact, Amazon itself limits the number of available instances for their Map Reduce service to 20 unless the respective customer passes an extended registration process [2]. The second task subsequently is to calculate the average of these k smallest numbers. The job is a classic representative for a variety of data analysis jobs whose particular tasks vary in their complexity and hardware demands. While the first task has to sort the entire data set and therefore requires a large amount of memory and parallel execution, the second aggregation task requires almost no main memory and, at least eventually, cannot be parallelized. For the first experiment, we reused the same Map Reduce programs as in the first experiment but devised a special Map Reduce wrapper to make the heterogeneous instances run on top of Nephele. The goal of this experiment was to illustrate the benefits of dynamic resource allocation/de-allocation while still maintaining the Map Reduce processing pattern. Finally, as the third experiment, we discarded the Map Reduce pattern and implemented the task based on a DAG to also highlight the advantages of using heterogeneous instances. For all three experiments, we chose the data set size to be 100 GB. Each integer number had the size of 100 bytes. As a result, the data set contained about 109 distinct integer numbers. The cutoff variable k has been set to 2, 108, so the smallest 20% of all numbers had to be determined and aggregated.

V. SECTION V

5. Comparative Study:
Cloud computing can build by following deployment methods. Public cloud is cloud computing in mainstream sense where the resources are dynamically provisioned to the general on pay-per-use model over the internet via web-based applications. Hybrid cloud is composed of more clouds that remain unique entities but are bound together the benefits of multiple methods. Private cloud is infrastructure built by a single organization which monitors internally or third-party behind a firewall. Resource allocation of cloud in static allocation is mostly for homogeneous compute nodes and dynamic resource allocation either they consider private cloud or hybrid cloud never provide priority based resource allocation to re-evaluate the tasks that are in job scheduling. Task scheduling is a activity uses a set of inputs to produce a set of outputs processed in fixed set are statically assigned to processors at runtime or compile time to avoid overhead of balancing task. In cloud computing, each application of users will run on a virtual operating systems, the cloud systems distributed resources among these virtual systems. Every application is completely different and is independent and has no link between each other whatsoever, Forexample, some require more CPU time to compute complex task and some others may need more memory to store data. Resources are sacrificed on activities performed on each individual unit of service.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed the challenges and opportunities for efficient Nephele parallel data processing in cloud, first data processing framework to exploit the dynamic resource provisioning offered by today’s IaaS clouds which describes the Nephele basic architecture and presented a performance and comparison to the well-established data processing framework Hadoop. Performance analysis gives impression on how the ability to assign specific virtual machine types to specific tasks of processing task as well automatically allocate or de-allocate virtual machine to improve the overall resource utilization and, consequently, reduce the processing cost. With a framework like Nephele at hand, there are a variety of open research issues, which plan to address for future work. In particular, we are interested in improving Nephele ability to adapt to resource overload or underrun during the job execution automatically. Our current profiling approach builds a valuable basis for this, however, at the moment the system still requires a reasonable amount of user annotations.
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